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Abstract

Based on Construction Grammar, this dissertation systematically investigates the verb-copying construction in Modern Chinese by combining qualitative and quantitative approaches. Although verb-copying sentences have been extensively studied, certain issues about their syntactic, semantic and pragmatic aspects, especially those concerning their usage still warrant further study. Moreover, Verb-copying sentences have been largely studied in isolation, with no regard to the effect of the context of the language environment. Such a lack of attention to contextual factors has led to significant limitations in current research methodologies. Therefore, a re-examination of the verb-copying construction considering contextual factors is necessary.

In addition, with China’s rapid socio-economic development and rising international status, the study of Chinese as a second language has become increasingly important. From the perspective of Second Language Acquisition (SLA), the languages such as English, French and Japanese have no syntactic equivalents of verb-copying sentences as identified in Chinese, rendering it difficult for non-native speakers to master the verb-copying construction. Therefore, a study on the acquisition of verb-copying sentences is valuable to the teaching of Chinese as a second language.

In this dissertation, five major issues and findings about verb-copying sentences are put forward. First, verb-copying sentences are analyzed in terms of their syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, and functional aspects, exploring their constructional senses. Second, the contextual usage of verb-copying sentences in specific language environments is investigated using three corpora of 800 million words, with an in-depth, quantitative study on verb-copying sentences. The discourse functions of verb-copying sentences are explored. Third, questionnaires about linguistic awareness for 200 undergraduate students from Hong Kong are administered to investigate the characteristics of verb-copying sentences by comparing with non-verb-copying sentences and to reveal the motivation of mandatory and optional use of verb-copying sentences. Five tendentious rules of the use of verb-copying sentences have been deduced. Fourth, based on an SLA-oriented theoretical analysis of a four-million-word inter-language corpus, the study examines the sequence of acquisition, types of error and reasons for the occurrence of verb-copying sentences. The settings of verb-copying sentences in textbooks are also investigated, with a view to propose some teaching strategies in teaching Chinese as a second language. Fifth, the reflections of this dissertation to the theory of Construction Grammar are summarized.

With the proposal of noteworthy improvements on existing work on verb-copying sentences in the framework of Construction Grammar, this dissertation has presented several key findings. It is believed that these findings will enhance our understanding of the pedagogy of Chinese not only as a first language, but also as a second language for non-native Chinese learners.
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